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Every Thursday eight guests came to Cheheltan’s parents’ house to talk about literature. The subject was mainly classical Persian literature, Rumi, Hafis, Saadi, Ferdowsi and others.

For years these meetings continued and opened a space for language, poetry and interpretation, and concerned the great themes of life and spirit. They connected the participants, but also entangled them with each other because the state power also reigned in their circle. Since the sixties the Shah reigns with his repressive apparatus and the secret service SAVAK, until the Islamic revolution of 1979 replaced the regime with the power of the Mullahs. In his dense and detailed narrative Amir Hassan Cheheltan returns to this circle of literature lovers, their conversations about poetry, the role of his parents, the impulses for his own reading and the effect of literature. Literature is older, wiser, more comical, more subversive and sexually far more revealing than the official moral doctrine and social constraints would tolerate.

Amir Hassan Cheheltan, born in Tehran in 1956, studied electrical engineering in England, took part in the Iraq war and up to now has published novels and short stories in Tehran. He spent two years in Italy with his family because of threats from the regime. His novel „Teheran, Revolutionsstraße“ was first published in German in 2009, followed by „Teheran, Apokalypse“ and „Teheran, Stadt ohne Himmel“. In the meantime the entire Teheran trilogy has been published by C.H. Beck. Most recently C.H. Beck published his novel „Der Kalligraph von Isfahan“. Cheheltan writes essays and feuilletons for important German newspapers such as „FAZ“, „SZ“ and „Die Zeit“.
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